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The second night of May 10th opened with a high-octane version of Ha Ha. While a
familiar song for Phish’s most passionate fans, the theme behind Ha Ha took on new
colors for the summer. Falling into a rock and roll motif, Phish threw their backs into
the music, hell-bent on burning time. The band sang along to every lyric as they took
no-holes, no-flaws approach to Phish’s high-spirited anthem. From the initial build to

an eventual climax that would send the band into twenty-minute sets, Ha Ha
showcased the tour’s most energized progression. For a band prone to following the
status quo, Ha Ha was a refreshing change of pace. For an encore, the band wanted

to end on a high-note. With the audience locked in by Page’s organ, Trey led the band
into an explosive wind-up. A melting funk-filled jam erupted into a rampage of happy
momentum. Eventually segueing into an ode to Junta, the jam dove into another level
of happy hell. All instruments delivered a melodic incarnation in this “stop the music”
moment before the band moved into a blissful pattern. Spurred by Page’s organ, the
band shifted into yet another gear. Page erupted into a burst of melodica, jolting the
band into a happy place of smooth rhythms and spastic percussion. As they pulled
back the tempo, Page delivered gentle organ lines while Mike blurred the riff with
percussive sequences. Trey and Mike bounced across the line between a rocking
score and a blissful concerto as Fishman gave the tune a cosmic feel. Eventually

moving into an exploratory trombone-driven section, the band planted themselves in
another zone of sound. As the musicians melded their unique sounds, the band

emerged with a beautiful in-between-moment. Waving a goodbye, Trey brought the
audience into a fast paced version of Page’s Air. The show was over. But the new idea-

based way of reacting to standards presented a feeling of newness that made the
show unforgettable.
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Youll probably see the name of Big Fish Audio before you see the name of a
track. Every audio software maker pushes its wares today, but Big Fish

Audio has a long and distinguished pedigree. Chris & Kevin from Big Fish
Audio are the guys who code Peachpie and Sonic Foundry is a plug-in giant

too, so can you really go wrong with Big Fish Audio? Well yes, theres no
reason you couldn't. They are cordial and reasonable people, you may not
agree with them on every issue, but you know what you get with Big Fish
Audio. They don't just download and sell to you, they'll provide technical
support (they're experts, after all). They won't screw you over for your

money. The product is solid. There's a concern about the Mac version, and
at times, they have a tendency to mimic copycat software, but this is from
a company that built its reputation from the ground up. Not your normal
sort of company at all. (SN) It is has taken a long time to get back to the

groove of recording but the idaho lake campground has been a good place
for some much needed inspiration to help take us through the sometimes
troubling dark grooves of Mud. Mike and Trey's latest foray into the real

world has produced a work that is as unique as it is fun. Most of the songs
have a distinct story but the connections between the songs can

sometimes seem tenuous. There is a literal swinging groove that pulls the
songs forward and a hazy blend of free improvisation and programmed

functionality that moves across the albums various themes. A thick veil of
atmospherically driven sounds permeate the studio recordings throughout

but there is some more of a visible light and joy. 5ec8ef588b
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